Shake Up The
Establishment

PPM Analysis: Long-Tenured Personality Departures

I

f you’ve paid any attention to Country radio over
the last 20 years, you know the names. Hudson
& Harrigan. Ichabod & Scallops. Lee Rogers.
Rick “Bubba” Taylor. And in the markets where
these and many other personalities have built
their careers, the listeners know them as well. But
radio’s difficult economics, the advent of PPM with
its attendant emphasis on music over talk and many
other factors have resulted in a parade of prominent
departures. So how does the audience react when an
established air talent moves on?
Country Aircheck’s analysis of PPM data in
markets where such changes have occurred shows
an undeniable impact. At the same time, ratings
swings in either direction require an understanding
of many factors – more, likely, than can be covered in
this report. Among the considerations: Were these
airshift changes part of an overall overhaul? How
loyal were the listeners to the exiting personality?
How did listeners react to the new show? Was there
an investment in marketing to promote the change?
Did the music mix also shift? Did competitors make
changes? Did one or more P1 household drop off the
panel?
With PPM monthly data, access to Mediabase music
logs and Arbitron PD Advantage/Music Monitors tools,
one can study in some detail how listeners respond
to these kinds of programming changes. The purpose
here is not to pass judgment on the motives that led
to these decisions, but to illustrate the kinds of ratings
shifts that can occur.

Do 25-54 Adult Ratings
Go Up Or Down After
A Major Change In
Personalities?
The statistics in the yellow box (above, right) indicate
that the PPM ratings impact resulting from key daypart
changes is a toss-up. Looking at 10 (nine in mornings, one in
middays), the immediate one-month impact can go either way
depending on whether one considers the prior month or prior
average.
Long-term, the ratings for new shows vs. the prior shows
are collectively pretty much a dead heat: We see several more
individual months of lower ratings than the previous shows’
averages, but the actual net score of all 61 monthly shares
since their respective changes (that is, either up, down or
unchanged) is, remarkably just +0.2 shares. And if you add
up all the differences between the new show averages vs. old
show averages, the net is just -0.9 shares across all 10 shows
combined.
Several stations in this study made their changes fairly
recently, so it’s still a bit early to draw any durable conclusions
except that each station situation is unique. Here’s how it looks
market by market:
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Ichabod and his wife/sidekick/producer Scallops left KMPS
last December, they’d been averaging a mid-3 share with adults
25-54 and 46 minutes of daily P1 TSL over the nine PPM
monthlies between May and Holiday ‘09. KMPS’ overall 25-54
share was about 0.4 above mornings 25-54.
Average After: 0.5 share higher. Area natives Candy +
Potter saw their 25-54 share immediately drop from nearly
a 4 share to the low 3s in January, even as the station’s 2554 overall share increased two-tenths to close to a 4 share.
However, they began to gain share steadily, peaking around a 5
share in May. Since their arrival, C+P have averaged a bit less
than a 4 share, with P1 TSL up more than three minutes. Their
12% share gain appears to be partially attributable to a 6% bump
in P1 panelists and a 13% P1 cume increase. KMPS’ overall 2554 share is averaging about 0.5 above mornings 25-54.
Interestingly, competitor KKWF has done well in 2010, too,
with its 25-54 morning share up 15% and daily P1 TSL up 14%,
helped by a 7% uptick in P1 panelists.

Average After: 2.5. Mornings in May and June settled at a
mid-2 share each month, rising two-tenths in July, but still well
below the two previous lineups, with 17% fewer P1 panelists
and lower TSL figures. Overall, in the eight months since
Rogers’ departure, the morning show has averaged slightly
above a 3 share between Holiday ‘09 and July ‘10 (down 30%),
but despite a low cume, TSL was up in June and July, so things
may be turning around.
Meanwhile, format leader KWJJ has seen its morning drive
25-54 share rise 22% this year, with P1 TSL up 23% and its lead
on KUPL increasing from 1.2 shares during Holiday ‘09 to 3.4
shares through July ‘10.

Portland #2
Midday Movement
Average Before: Low 3s. Prior to leaving his midday post at
KUPL April 6, 2010 after 25 years with the station, personality
Rick “Bubba Taylor had been averaging a low 3 share with
adults 25-54 from PPM’s start in October ‘09 through March
2010; he met or beat that average four of the five months before
exiting. Taylor had a solid 74 minutes of P1 TSL per day, far
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Average Before: Mid-3s. Fifteen-year KUPL morning
personality Lee Rogers – a 41-year broadcaster – had been
delivering share and P1 TSL increases among adults 25-54 shortly
before exiting December 18, 2009, and averaged in the mid-3s
in the station’s first four months of PPM prior to his departure.
Although trailing competitor KWJJ by about a share, his P1 TSL
was notably better than his rival’s three of those four months.
Average After: Mid-3s. Call it a trial period, call it a good start, but
either way, the first month of Scott Simon and Amy “Sam” Bishop’s
Simon & Sam was impressive, with January well above a 4 share with
adults 25-54 and P1 TSL up 12% to a record 85 minutes per day from
the Holiday period. After that, shares and TSL softened to around a 4
share and then fell sharply in March, with P1 cume plummeting 41%.
Bishop left in May after four months as morning cohost.
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higher than his average midday TSL of 51 minutes. However,
KWJJ had during those seven periods maintained a 1.9-share
lead 25-54 in mornings, well above its 0.2 edge overall 6+.
Average After: 0.4 share lower. Former KKWF/Seattle
midday personality Lola Montgomery, who had worked as MD
at KWJJ in the early ‘90s, took over for Taylor, and in her first
month raised middays from a March PPM low in the mid-2s
to a low 3 in April. In her first four months, Montgomery was
averaging just below a 3, despite a soft July. That decrease is
matched by a similar loss of daily P1 panelists. KUPL’s daily
and P1 TSL figures have held essentially stable since before the
transition, while midday P1 cume is down 4%.
Since the change, KWJJ has extended its average midday
lead over KUPL by about 1.1 shares to nearly three shares
25-54, thanks in part to a huge daily P1 TSL increase in July
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Denver: Does Ford Have
A Better Idea?

to nearly two hours – the best in station PPM history for that
daypart – despite losing an average of 20% of its daily P1
panelists over that four-month span.
And as for Bubba Taylor? On April 26, he started in
mornings at crosstown Classic Hits KLTH, which had averaged
around a 4 share 25-54 from October ‘09 through April.
Bubba’s first three months have averaged in the mid-4 range
among 25-54s. So far, so good.
KILT-FM Mornings
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Houston: End Of An Era
Average Before: Low 3s. The duo of Hudson &
Harrigan (Fred Olson & Randy Hames were the most
recent pairing) were an institution on KILT-FM for 28
years, and they averaged in the low 3s among adults 25-54,
consistently outperforming the station 6+ and edging out
rival KKBQ until their final two months, when ‘KBQ pulled
ahead by a fraction.
Average After: 0.1 share lower. In the first month of
Rowdy Yates and Erin Austin’s morning show following
Hudson & Harrigan’s exit March 24, the station bumped up
two-tenths in April – its highest share in nine months. But that
was followed by declines in May and June.
Leading the decrease was a 20% loss of P1 cume compared
to the prior show; daily TSL and P1 TSL remained relatively
steady. KKBQ looked like the beneficiary because its morning
numbers improved 35% between April and May. However,
it appears that growth was due largely to a big jump in the
number of P1 panelists, which contributed to a 37% cume
increase; its TSL figures were basically steady.
Then in June, KKBQ suddenly lost half of its 25-54 morning
P1 panelists (and 43% of its May P1 cume) and returned to its
P1 panelist average it had from May ‘09-March ‘10. And even
with its own May-June ratings decline, KILT-FM pulled back
in front of KKBQ in June for the first time in five months. July
was a breakthrough, as KILT-FM jumped in mornings from
below a 3 share to a mid-3 figure 25-54, adding to its lead and
outperforming the station 6+ for the first time since January
(before the changeover).
Averaging less than 0.1 below her predecessors, Yates and
Austin now have equivalent TSL figures despite 10% fewer
P1 panelists and 19% less cume. And if you average the fourmonth span of April-July since they took over, KILT-FM and
KKBQ are tied 25-54 with identical shares.
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San Diego Mornings

Average Before: Close to a five share. Steve “Mudflap”
McGrew had been the morning sidekick to Kelly Ford for
eight years, and for good reason: The morning show, which
also has included other personalities over that time span, was
honored with several CMA Awards, as well as a Marconi in
2008 with JoJo Turnbeaugh (who was part of the show
between February 2007 and October 2008). Ford and
McGrew were anchoring mornings when PPM debuted in the
Mile High City in July 2009. In the first four months of PPM
(and Mudflap’s last four with the station), KYGO’s morning
drive ratings with adults 25-54 were steadily growing, from
almost a 4 share in July ‘09 to a nearly a 6 in October, which
even topped the station’s overall 6+ share. P1 panelists were
increasing, as were daily TSL and P1 TSL. The show’s lead
over competitor KWOF nearly doubled to almost four shares
during that time.
Average After: 0.1 share higher. McGrew departed in midOctober, 2009, as that month’s PPM ended, and KYGO paired
Ford with former WFYV/Jacksonville morning personality
Mark Newman as Kelly Ford & Rider. The morning show
took a bit of a hit for a few months, but has since recovered
and is now outperforming Holiday-January with 10% more P1
panelists and 16% more P1 cume, even with 8% less P1 TSL.
KYGO’s lead over KWOF is also averageing a half-share
larger than before, and this summer the station set PPM
records for cume and share, ranking No. 1 in the metro for the
first time.
WKIS Mornings
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San Diego: And Then
There Were Two
Average Before: Mid-3s. After a soft start between MayJuly 2009, the KSON morning team of Cliff Dumas, Bill
Tanner and Morgan Thomas seemed to be mastering the PPM
game, rising from almost a 2 share with adults 25-54 to the
high mid-4s in February 2010, averaging a 4.3 the last five
months together and 53 minutes of P1 TSL, compared to
45 minutes for the total 12 months in PPM together. Not
only that, the trio had increased their average lead over
competitor KUSS to 2.3 shares the final five months, up
from 0.4 in the market’s first five sessions in PPM.
Average After: About 0.1 share higher. When Tanner
and Thomas departed from KSON March 15 (mid-month for
that session’s PPM), they were promptly succeeded by MD/
midday personality Brooks O’Brian. The 25-54 average of
these first five months is above the former lineup, helped
by 6% more 25-54 P1 cume and 25% better P1 TSL. The
lead over KUSS is averaging a half-share higher, while
KUSS’s own 25-54 shares are an average 0.4 lower since the
transition at KSON.
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Miami: Changing Partners
Average Before: About a 3 share. At WKIS/Miami,
the seven-year shift of Terry & Staci Coffey had only been
in PPM for a couple of months before leaving at the end of
May 2009, but both of those two months scored much higher
25-54 than the low 2-share range their final five diary books
had averaged.
Average After: Mid-3s. In June ‘09, Scott Simon moved
from afternoon drive to mornings, and was joined by WKFR/
Kalamazoo, MI morning cohost Matt Walker. They were
successful immediately between June and September. However,
despite the presence of more P1 panelists, the show’s ratings
began sliding in the autumn, dropping to below a 3 in December
before rebounding to a mid-3 over the Holiday period. In all, the
eight-month run matched the station’s 25-54 share overall (mid3, with a 12% increase in both daily TSL and P1 TSL from Terry
& Staci Coffey’s first two months in PPM).
But Simon exited in December 2009 for KUPL/Portland.
He was quickly replaced by former AC WFLC afternoon
personality (and current Miami Dolphins stadium announcer)
Kenny Walker, who joined Matt Walker to create the Walker
& Walker Morning Show, which debuted Jan. 6, 2010.
Average After: Low 3s. Could WKIS keep up the
momentum despite the changes? In terms of TSL, definitely.
With 4% fewer average P1 panelists, P1 TSL grew an
additional 10%. As for WKIS’s share of adults 25-54, Walker
& Walker’s first month was a low 3, and has averaged that
since, which is about 0.3 below the previous team and 0.2
shy of the station’s overall 25-54 ratings, while improving
cume more than 4%. In short, not bad considering all that’s
happened here in the past 15 months.

Average Before: About a 3. In April 2009, Kris Stevens
moved up from afternoons on WXTU to join Andie Summers,
replacing 10-year station veteran Scott Evans. Evans & Andie
had scored a high 2 share among adults 25-54 in February ‘09.
In the first five months of their 10-month run, Stevens and
Summers averaged a bit better – in the low 3s – with adults
25-54. A steep drop-off in October-November preceded three
solid ratings gains between December ‘09 and January 2010
before Stevens left the show, with the final month up to a mid-3,
resulting in a total 10-month average of around a 3 share.
Average After: About the same. In early February ‘10, Ken
“Doc” Medek took over as cohost, creating Doc & Andie, and
the show’s 25-54 ratings also have averaged around a 3 share,
while their show’s 25-54 P1 cume has risen 17% , compared to
‘XTU’s overall 25-54 P1 reach, which is up 13%. With an extra
19% in P1 panelists each week, their P1 TSL has improved 8%
on the prior lineup. But the morning show is averaging about
0.9 share 25-54 below WXTU overall 25-54, compared to a
half-share shortfall during the last nine months of Stevens and
Summers. So it’s too early to determine a storyline here, as thus
far the overall the ratings averages are almost identical.
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